
Openest™ 



Draw people in
In today’s workplace design, you’re challenged 

to provide effective spaces that support the new 

ways people work—in a footprint that continues 

to shrink. People desire variety and choice to 

perform their best. They seek inviting spaces that 

inspire and engage. Designed by Patricia Urquiola, 

Openest collection provides adaptable solutions 

that respond to the ever-evolving nature of work, 

enticing people to come into the office while 

making the most of your floorplate.
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Cozy havens 
that entice
Openest gracefully blends to create spaces that 

are comfortable, warm, and inviting—the types 

of spaces that attract and retain talented workers. 

Present a look that’s neat and welcoming while 

providing a refuge of functional furniture for 

working or relaxing, focusing or socializing.

Set the tone
Curved lines and upholstery stitching on 

sofas and poufs evoke the craftsmanship 

and feel of residential furniture. Plume 

screens made from familiar textiles 

soften space and diffuse sound to 

encourage easygoing interaction. 

Embrace the familiar
Provide a landscape of rich color that 

blends with existing surroundings. 

Openest materials feature common 

characteristics of visual and tactile 

softness from materials that make you 

feel at home.
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Dynamic spaces for 
diverse workstyles 
From solitary contemplation to strategic planning, 

Openest covers the spectrum of activities people do 

during the day. Choose from a variety of applications 

to create zones for focused or collaborative work 

throughout your workspace. 

Balance technology with comfort 

Enable presenting and communicating with 
monitor mounts and integrated collaborative 
technology solutions such as a Workware™ easel. 
Give people the technology they need to work in 
a space that feels like home.

Stay connected and organized

Stow personal belongings and keep devices 
charged. Intuitive accessories, including solutions 
for storage and power, are available for people on 
the go.

Create variety and choice 

Break up formal or traditional office settings 
with Feather sofas, Sprig tables, and Chick 
poufs, dividing space with Plume screens. Use 
Retreats—available as desks or booths—to 
arrange informal enclaves for quiet reflection or 
private interactions.
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Versatile solutions that leverage space 

When you’re pressured to 

do more with less space, 

you need multi-use, agile 

products that maximize 

real estate. Openest helps 

improve efficiency while 

supporting the diverse 

ways people work. 

Optimize your footprint

Leverage under-utilized spaces by 
creating comfortable work destinations 
that people are drawn to. Openest 
offers flexible solutions that make it 
easy to divide or reconfigure space 
quickly. Or simply refresh your space 
when there’s no budget for a 
complete renovation.
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Accommodating changing business needs has an impact on 

your workplace. Openest helps you support your facilities 

objectives with flexible solutions to create inviting spaces that 

offer people variety and choice. Together or alone, Openest 

elements provide an array of short-term destinations that suit 

people’s needs where work happens. With so many elements to 

choose from, you can optimize space while providing comfortable, 

cozy destinations that draw people into the workplace.
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com

This brochure is printed on FSC® certified U2®:XG™ paper, 
manufactured with electricity in the form of renewable 
energy (wind, hydro, biogas) and contains a minimum 
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global 
benchmark for responsible forest management. 
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